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Abstract
In a keynote address at the XI. Fachtagung der Indogermanischen
Gesellschaft, about possible non-Indo-European influence on the Celtic
languages, Kim McCone drew attention to the similarity between the
Insular Celtic, e.g. OIr fannall, W gwennol, and the Basque, i.e. enara, ain(h)ara, words for ‘swallow’ (Lat hirundo). McCone reconstructs *waNa-la- or
*weNa-la- as preforms for the Insular Celtic words, and *(w)aiNala for PreBasque (McCone 2005, 408–9).1 This suggestion looks very attractive and
suggestive and, if correct, would shed rare light on prehistoric linguistic
relationships in Western Europe. In this article, I will examine the equation
more closely and add a number of observations.

Irish
The nominative of the feminine a -stem OIr fannall is first attested in Sg.
52b5. The genitive is attested as faindle (LU 6485 = TBC 1 2285), the nominative plural as fainnle2 (Carney 1971, 42 §8 = Finn’s poem on Mayday from
Macgnímartha Finn). The forms with palatalised internal consonant cluster
require a front vowel in the second syllable of the pre-form. Since *i, which
would have caused palatalisation of the preceding consonants after an a of
the first syllable (McCone 1996, 116; cf. cainnenn below), is excluded, only
*e or *e- are possible. The Middle and Modern Irish variant ainnel(l) ‘swallow’, without
. an initial consonant, must have been abstracted from a lenited
form like fainnle and is not evidence for a prehistoric by-form *annilla- or
the like. As it is first attested in the St Gall glosses, it is possible that nn
∗ The research on this article was conducted as part of the ‘Old Celtic Language Remains in
Austria’ project (number P20755), funded by FWF—Fonds zur Förderung der wissenschaftlichen Forschung (details are available at: http://www.fwf.ac.at/ (8 December 2010)). I wish to
thank Anders Jørgensen, Kim McCone and Stefan Schumacher, as well as an anonymous
reader of Ériu, for their valuable suggestions and support.
1 The symbols L, N, R will be used in this article to represent, on the one hand, the reconstructed fortis resonants of Pre-Basque (see Trask 1997, 139–46), and, on the other hand, the
precursors of the unlenited resonants of Insular Celtic. For the purposes of this paper, the exact
phonetic reality of these sounds—whether they were geminates or fortes—is irrelevant. What
is important, in terms of cross-language contact, is that the Pre-Basque and Celtic sounds can
be regarded as structurally equivalent. I use Trask’s term ‘Pre-Basque’ for what could also be
called Primitive Basque or Proto-Basque.
2 This is uncertain. The analysis as nom. pl. rests on the emendation of the verb to lengait
‘they jump’. The MS actually has lingid, which is singular, but see Carney (1971, 49) for a
defence of the emendation.
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